Funny Moneywise Lesson from
Actor Jamie Foxx

When actor Jamie Foxx appeared ss a guest coach
on the original American Idol, he showed he had the skills
of a gifted teacher.
Recently, he appeared on Late Night with Stephen Colbert
and told a funny story that could be used as a
teaching tool for aspiring entrepreneurs…among others.
Earlier in his career, Foxx had met Sean Combs at a party
thrown by the recording star and was stunned when Coombs
revealed the cost of the party – $1.5 million. So Foxx offered
to throw a West Coast party that would rival Combs’ bash and
for less cost.
And Foxx later staged a house party for Combs.
Laughter filled the audience as Foxx recalled his
budget party menu. Yet he achieved the goal and impressed
Combs.
Cost?

Foxx spent $208.00

A humorous story with a serious takeaway
Many would-be entrepreneurs never move forward
because of the money, they believe they need.
Unfortunately, for some, not even having large amounts of

money solve the problem.
Some would-be entrepreneurs may be inspired by Foxx’s story
to rethink their habits and attitudes about money.
Dee Adams is the author of
Finding Your Niche: Discover…

Name Game Revisited
Editor’s note: Portions of this post appeared previously
merged with the wrong paragraphs.
The correct copy is
reposted below.
What industry would you find these items? And what are they?

Purple Fiesta
Ruby Crescent
Russian Banana
Purple Peruvian
German Butterballs
Rose Fin Apple
Magic Molly
or
New Girl
Striped German
Cobra

Valley Girl
Paragon
German Johnson
Yellow Pear
Black Prince
Partial Answer: Banana probably pointed you in the direction
of the food industry, which would be correct, but if you
reasoned that the items were exotic fruits of some
kind..insert buzzer. The second group is a different product
in the same industry. Can you guess?
Note: The answer to this quiz points to a much bigger issue
for aspiring and established entrepreneurs. Details and photos
below…
Answers
The first list refers to names of potatoes and the second
group of names refers to tomatoes. Seed growers around the
world have a reputation for coming up with colorful
descriptions of their produce. A practice that some insiders
find challenging because it confuses the consumer. For
instance, crops, such as tomatoes and squash have more than
1,000 different names! And often times an offbeat moniker
makes it difficult to sell the product, so some industry
sellers change the name.
And there are cases where foreign growers unfamiliar with the
English language have coined names using canned translation
services resulting in product names that don’t relate well
with consumers.
For other examples, visit the employee owned Johnny Seeds
company.
Check out Spinach and tomatoes for many creative monikers.
Lessons:

Even a simple product has to have the right name to
generate sales. A poor name will hinder sales.
Ironically, seed growers create the often colorful names
to get attention in the marketplace yet the practice
adds to consumer confusion.
Not every mystery can be solved by using Google to find
the answer.
Photo Credits
Note: Had I not spoken to industry members across the U.S. I
would have been inclined to think some of the photos were
Photoshop trickery….
First photo purple and white potatoes/Chiots Run Flicker
Second photo Bing Images
Pink Potatoes from Recipes for 2

References

Flicker/Chiotsrun
http://www.flickr.com/photos/chiotsrun/
Plant Sciences, U.C. Davis/potatoes
http://tinyurl.com/klb8re7
Johnny’s Selected Seed Company.com
http://tinyurl.com/lv7cqrg
Pink potatoes
Recipe for 2
http://www.recipesfor2.com.au

Why Creating a Product Name,
Brand,
or
Title
is
Challenging

Imagine having the task of creating a name
for an ordinary
product like carrots.
The World Wide Web has greatly increased
competition and the need to think all around the box.
For instance, a recent search for a title for
a new food column was dismal: every clever, quirky, offbeat,

humorous, or serious food-related term had already been taken.
Creating the right name, brand, trademark or title takes work
and requires identifying a strategy that inspires creative
effort that will attract interest.
Name Game Puzzle, a previous post, highlighted issues and
challenges
of entering a crowded field and finding a way to stand out in
the food industry.
Check out how one company solved the name game
branding challenge for their carrots, which enables them
to…umm, stand out from the bunch…sorry.
http://www.grimmway.com/carrots/timeline/bunny-luv/
Dee Adams is the author of
Finding Your Niche: Discover…
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What
Beginners
Often
Overlook:
Revisiting
the
Archive
1 Key Marketing Success Tip Beginners Often Overlook

Why Transferring Talent to a
New Field Can Be Challenging
: Music Video Insight
Michael Jackson and MichaelJordan appeared in the now poignant
and humorous JAM video in the early 1990s. And the music video

underscores with humor an important often overlooked lesson…
Throughout the video. physical dexterity talent in both
superstars are evident but comedy ensues when each
tries to cross over into the others field of expertise.
Check out the closing minutes at the end of the music
in which Jackson teaches Jordan how to dance
Not even superior talent, skill or ability in one field will
guarantee proficiency in another arena.
Choosing the right niche is key.

Update:
Niche
Creativity
Mission Statement
Revised for 2016.
.Niche Creativity curates educational information, digital and
print resource training materials for career seekers obtaining
insights on artistic and entrepreneurial career paths as well
as virtual consulting to educators working in secondary and
post-secondary education.

Promoting A Book
Using Pinterest

And

Choosing the Right Tips and Tools

Blog

Honestly, “Hell hath a tech department”
pretty much sums up my feelings about
the Web and the massive changes that the
Internet dictates we must follow.
Hours spent handling tasks that should have taken less than an
hour to complete,
But delayed by sudden software issues, Whoops, Oops and Error
screens, Remember Me check boxes with faulty recall,
incompatibility
with
platforms,
unexplained
login
lockouts…sometimes for months, clear as mud user manuals. and
a litany of other Techno Twilight Zone situations often
commented on with a familiar phrase from tech support, “I have
never heard of something like that happening before!”
The decision not to engage in social media platforms,
with the exception of my blog, in large part to curtail the

list of
aggravations just described, was an easy one to make.
So when an email arrived last month about a free Pinterest
Webinar,
Drive 122, 547 Targeted Visitors to Your Kindle Book.. I was
less than thrilled.
Then I saw John Kremer’s name and paused.
I’d sought Kremer’s advice on my blog and books before and had
not
forgotten he’d made suggestions, which I would not have
thought of and had proved fruitful.
For example, his advice to contact a particular kind of site,
which I did not initially think would work, had eventually
resulted in thousands of visits.
But I later neglected blog marketing while I juggled other
responsibilities. And I knew I had to find a strategy I could
stick with on a regular basis.
John Kremer has a reputation as a go-to book-marketing expert.
I reasoned that my turning down the offer would have been
stupid. I decided to attend the webinar.
So glad I did!
Don’t get me wrong, social media and technology are not now my
new BFF’s
But I like [dare I say love?] the overall Pinterest concept.
It’s a fun, educational, addictive, at times, exhausting hunt.
Time spent n my Windows XP laptop has increased exponentially
in my search for eye-grabbing images with an interesting or
useful story.
Takeaways from the Free Drive Webinar
• Overview of Pinterest Popularity
• Pin creation Do’s and Don’ts
• Using the Pinterest as a marketing tool

• Q & A Pin frequency
The Drive webinar cut through the hype and buzz that I had
previously tuned out.
Pinterest was not merely scrapbooking on the Web but could be
used as an effective marketing tool that fits my skill set.
I studied my notes and wanted to learn more about the concept.
The search term “Pinterest Business Use How-to” listed 139
million hits.
A comparison of Drive notes versus an extensive number of
online references; from articles to videos to forum sometimes
revealed dated, contradictory or questionable content. Not
even the Pinterest Guide or Terms of Service covered all the
questions I had. So it’s little wonder that many people are
confused about how to use the platform properly.
I was indeed grateful I’d taken the Drive webinar because I
don’t think I would have signed up for Pinterest otherwise. In
fact, based on some of the tips found, I thought the writers
had to be joking if he or she thought I was going to follow
the pinning schedule advised.
Creating or choosing impressive images for marketing purposes
o is not as simple as it seems. If, for example, one refers
to the helpful Copyblogger primer
about Pinterest,
understanding which tips would apply, and which ones to ignore
or adapt is key.
Effective pinning involves marketing and communication skills,
two areas that
require knowledge and training, or time-consuming trial and
error.
There are still things about Pinterest that I don’t
understand. Meanwhile, I will continue to pin and evaluate
results. I have elected to try Pinterest on until I can
replace my equipment and non-wireless hookup.

And the Drive webinar will be first on the list for training.
What was impressive was the value of the free content.
Check out the webinar information and free download.
Note: I do not receive a fee for mention of any organization
or business in my writings.
First 30 Days:
Pinterest Results: Tiny, gradual, noticeable...
Note: Based on minimal pinning activity: And only a general
idea of what the heck I’m doing, even using remarks heard on
TV as inspiration for ideas for meaningful pins.
• Launched board “Tip Entrepreneurial” and gained a follower
before I’d even posted content.
• Invited to join a Teachers Pay Teachers (TpT) group board
trio after the first few days of solo pinning.
• Gained six followers
• 29 notifications of repins or likes
• Despite several attempts, unable to get site verification
and Pinterest analytics,
• WordPress.org blog traffic counter show visitor increase..
• TpT views: Increase at a faster clip than BP [Before
Pinterest]. For example, a new product that had slowly climbed
to 19 views jumped to 43 overnight, and the only explanation
might be a YouTube that I’d pinned about graphic novel selfpublishing.
Pinterest is a nifty teaching and educational tool. Not only
for marketing an established blog or business product but the
concept is a creative no-cost tool for the aspiring
entrepreneur trying to decide on a business.
Dee Adams is the author of
Finding Your Niche: Discover…
http://wp.me/P3Kr4S-Uz
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Everybody Can Dream
How to Strengthen Your Goals

Dream Big…Dream Big…
But focus small!
That’s the sage advice from ABC News
Good Morning America anchor Robin Roberts
during her recent Master Class appearance on the OWN network.
Robert’s recounts how and why early in her career
her philosophy and strategy, which included turning down
a prized offer from ESPN, eventually helped her achieve
her dream goal.

Sources:
www.own-masterclass/Oprahs-Master-Class-with-Robin-Roberts
http://www.asdreams.org/

Entrepreneurial Quiz:
Observant Are You?

How

Dee Adams’ Online Class
Can you answer the following three questions?
When a bored, restless barrel maker used his innate
ability to observe, that talent helped start a company
that would come to be known internationally. Who was the
barrel maker? What was the industry he pioneered?
Which sporting industry evolved from illegal activity?
Agatha Christie submitted her first mystery novel to a
publisher in the early 1920’s, and the company loved the
manuscript.How much would you guess she was paid for the
book in British currency?.

2,500.oo

250.00
25.00
25,000.00
Answers
Allan Pinkerton changed his career from barrel maker to
founder of the National Detective Agency.
Source: BookTV.org
The Hour of Peril…

http://tinyurl.com/lj38bka
NASCAR evolved gradually as the result of moonshiners
transporting alcohol and trying to outrun federal agents in
their autos.
Source: Travel Channel.
Aoltv.com
http://tinyurl.com/kh4gfvl
25 pounds
Source: Extraordinary Women PBS
Agathachristie.com
http://www.agathachristie.com/christies-work/stories/the-myste
rious-affair-at-styles/41
How observant are you? If answering the first question was a
challenge, did you note all the questions in this quiz had an
underlying theme which provided a clue?

